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Foreword

T hroughout this text, I have attempted to balance facts and research 
findings with tact, respect, and consideration for the many very talent-

ed, intelligent, and competent CPA and accounting professionals, including 
males and females, and those who work within and outside of the U.S. 

A note about gender: This report is designed as a valuable tool to be 
used by all Professionals — both male and female. In the interest of simpli-
fication and readability, I have chosen to use the all-inclusive, generic form 
of “he” and “him,” rather than interrupting the flow of the text with the 
continual use of “s/he” or “him/her.”

A note about geographic location: The content of this report relies on 
the framework of a U.S.-based professional who actively targets a U.S.-
based Accounting Professional. However, many readers of this text may re-
side outside of the U.S. or target an Accounting Professional that operates 
outside of the U.S. The strategies in this report will work well no matter 
where you or your clients do business. Please feel free to adapt the strate-
gies in this report to fit your particular circumstance and geographic locale. 

A note about specific professions: The concepts and principles through-
out this report apply to a broad range of professions, not limited to those in 
the financial services industries. Behavioral issues and social norms among 
CPA practitioners tend to be fairly consistent. You will learn why in the 
pages ahead. 

Regardless of your current profession or industry, by gaining a better un-
derstanding of the behavioral issues facing today’s CPAs, you can develop 
valuable skills and tools to improve the way you interact with CPAs in your 
own business. Therefore, whether you are a Real Estate Agent, Banker, 
Attorney, Investment Advisor, Insurance Agent, Mortgage Broker, or any 
other Professional reading this for that matter— by studying the principles 
throughout this report and applying them to your own business, you can 
make tremendous in-roads with today’s CPAs.

As you will shortly discover, I give you real-life examples, using real-world 
experiences that I collected from my many years in the financial services 
industry. Your industry may be entirely different. That’s not the point. The 
point is this: Keep an open-mind and ask yourself, “How can I apply this 
principle to my business?” 

I am confident that all Professionals, regardless of their industry, will find 
many successful ways put these principles and strategies to work for them.

Let’s forge ahead together now.

Daryl Logullo
Vero Beach, FL 
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“ To successfully capture 

referrals from today’s CPAs, 

you must fully understand 

DOZENS of critical concepts. 

Nothing happens overnight. 

Like every other meaning-

ful achievement in life, it 

involves study, commitment, 

and consistent activity.”

Turning On Client-Referral Flow
from Today’s CPAs

T here has to be an easier, simpler way to generate referrals from today’s 
CPAs and Accountants,” said the Financial Professional, who was tired 

and frustrated.

I’ve heard that comment so many times, well… I decided it’s about time 
someone cut through the B.S. to tell it like it is. And that’s what I’ve done 
here on the pages you have in front of you.

My name is Daryl Logullo, Founder of Strategic Impact!, a marketing and 
referral consultancy, used by more than 2,500 Professionals worldwide. If 
you’re an “insider” in the financial services industry, chances are you’ve 
already heard of me. 

Just in case you’re among the few who haven’t heard of me, I stand firm on 
my reputation. Often, the best way to judge the real value of someone who 
steps up and calls himself an expert is to hear what other Professionals 
have to say about him. That’s why you’ll want to check out the many rabid 
testimonials running throughout the pages here. 

So let me get right to the point of this REPORT… because I always keep 
my promises:

 • To successfully capture referrals from today’s CPAs, you must 
fully understand DOZENS of critical concepts. Nothing happens over-
night. Like every other meaningful achievement in life, it involves study, 
commitment, and consistent activity. 

Anyone who tells you anything less or tries to convince you of some “magic 
bullet” or instant system to generate referral relationships with CPAs over-
night is LYING to you — plain and simple. 

Your knowledge equals power when you interact with CPAs. In the pages 
ahead, I will do my best (in the limited space we have; this report is brief in 
order to save you valuable time) to help you acquire a solid base of knowl-
edge. I will provide you with the value you expect to receive for your invest-
ment in this report. Before the end of this report, I will also share with you 
other helpful resources that can take you deeper with CPA referrals.

 • Your goal: To read this entire report and decide if this is an area you 
want to aggressively pursue. Let me encourage you up front: Indeed, it is 
a worthy challenge. It is one that is attainable. In fact, if you go about it the 
proper way, it could be one of the best moves of your entire professional life.

How can I make such a statement? Because…
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Survey Results Do Not Lie

T oday’s CPAs and Accountants rank among the most trusted Profes-
sionals. People trust them because they demonstrate independence, 

objectivity, and commitment in their relationships with their clients.  

In a recent survey conducted by my consulting firm, a staggering 53.� 
percent of Professionals said they receive 6 to �2 (on average) client refer-
rals per year. But the amount they actually receive from strategic alliance 
sources, such as CPAs, was less than � percent. That’s downright pathetic.

Meanwhile, a whopping 98.6 percent expressed an interest in adding more 
new business via client referral; and a gigantic 9� percent ranked CPAs as 
their primary interest in building business referrals, according to the same 
survey results. These are clearly overwhelming statistics. 

Our survey also asked for feedback on how to most effectively work with 
CPAs, and the problems that typical Professionals have encountered. Let 
me preface that feedback with the following quick facts:
 
 • Fact #1: Most CPAs control tons of high net-worth, filthy rich cli-
ents…and every one of them can use your help. Investment News reports 
the typical CPA in a small private practice has 591 tax clients.

 • Fact #2: While everyone else in the industry is complaining today, you 
can become their envy by tapping into the private networks of CPAs. You’ll 
work less, you’ll earn tons more money, and you’ll be able to finally 
stop wasting your money on those ridiculous marketing seminars, newspa-
per ads, and other “tricks” that just don’t work as well as they did �0, 5, or 
even 2 years ago. 

 • Fact #3: Most CPA’s don’t want to deal with Professionals like 
you… they figure they can provide better financial advice themselves, 
while also taking advantage of the opportunity to make more money than 
they would for “those awful tax returns.”

As a famous attorney once said during a trial, “Those are the facts. And they 
are undisputed.” Undisputed as they may be, you wonder…“Then, who the 
heck are you, Daryl?”  “And how do you know how to cozy up to the CPA refer-
ral machine?”

Fair question, my friend. And I don’t blame you one bit for asking. 

The short story: I learned how to attract CPA referrals while I worked 
closely with CPAs and helped raise more than $650 million in new assets 
during my �� years in the financial industry. (If you really want to know 
more, you can find out by clicking on the link to our web site below.)

“Most CPA’s don’t want to 

deal with Professionals like 

you… they figure they can 

provide better financial advice 

themselves, while also taking 

advantage of the opportunity 

to make more money than 

they would for those awful 

tax returns.”
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CPAs told me the shocking inside truth about how to get more referrals from them, and what 
people like you and I should and shouldn’t be doing. Most recently, I was given carte blanche with 
CPAs. They openly (and willingly) let me interview them to use their comments in the national monthly 
marketing and business development columns I write for Ticker Magazine (www.ticker.com), Registered 
Rep, Horsesmouth.com, and others – read by more than �50,000 Financial Professionals like you.  

Now that you know where I’m coming from…

Let’s look at just a few of the hundreds of comments we received from Financial Professionals who 
admitted they had struggled to build a referral bridge with CPAs:

 • “My experience with most CPAs is that they can not and will not see the forest for the trees.” 
 • “I need a step-by-step process to adhere to. Most CPAs are very regimented and look for this (quality) in  
     anybody they give referrals to.” 
 • “Since CPAs meet lots of high caliber clientele, it is important to have a highly effective way to get
     their referrals.” 
 • “Too many times they are one-sided. I give much more than what returns. I need a system that creates 
     a trust between the CPA and myself, whereby we can entrust each other’s clients to one another.” 

I have news for you. To have any hope of getting closer to those CPA referrals, here are more pieces of 
reality you must swallow:

 • 60 percent of CPAs say Financial Professionals don’t understand how CPAs do business  
    (cultural conflict).
 • More than 30 percent say Financial Professionals are less concerned than CPAs about 
    client well being.
 • 29 percent say Financial Professionals are too sales-centered.
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What Causes CPA-Referral 
Relationship “Disconnect?”

Q uite simply, you have a relationship disconnect with CPAs because 
they have not had any experience working with you and therefore 

lack first-hand knowledge of your professional competencies and your work 
or core skills. You also have not established a track record of trust. If 
you want to establish some semblance of a relationship with a CPA, I can 
assure you it is now subject to the perspective of the CPA, who deep down 
inside is skeptical of you. 

“How can you say this?” you wonder.

Because unconsciously you have been too product-centered with 
CPAs. It is not your fault. It is just the nature of the financial services 
profession, where the end result is almost always to place a specific recom-
mendation with a client. The end result almost always ends in recommend-
ing something for sale. 

Sure, you discuss products and services and what they provide in terms 
of benefits to others. Although your advice and actions are indeed positive 
and helpful, unfortunately, the more affluent the CPAs’ clientele, the less 
the CPAs will pay attention to your message. Why? 

CPAs simply do not always want to place a new relationship with you, as a 
Financial Professional, between them and their valued clients. They hate 
product-pushing ideas and will avoid being placed in the precarious position 
of having someone — even themselves — recommending products to their 
clients.

“ You have a relationship 

disconnect with CPAs 

because they have not had 

any experience working with 

you and therefore lack first-

hand knowledge of your pro-

fessional competencies and 

your work or core skills. You 

also have not established a 

track record of trust.”
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The Further Issue of Barrier Tension

W hat I am driving at is the many hidden, incessant sources of friction 
that create barrier tension between today’s CPAs and Financial Ser-

vices Professionals. Barrier tension interrupts referral-building activities. 
The problem: you do not know the sources of this friction because a CPA 
won’t always tell you.

For example, one of the most prevalent sources of friction occurs in work-
related activities.

CPAs have been educated and trained to always look at historical trends 
and client history. Whether it’s a bank reconciliation or a recent income 
statement, CPAs focus on studying “snap shots” from a brief mo-
ment in time, in the past. Such review of trends allows the CPA to form a 
mental conclusion based on what the financial figures reveal.

Excellent CPAs will then develop recommendations for the client, such as 
strategies to reduce future taxes, sheltering retirement savings for share-
holders, or the timing of cash flow to accelerate the purchase of certain 
depreciable assets. You get the idea.

In the meantime, highly educated Financial Professionals look forward; to 
forecast, project, and attempt to assimilate recommendations that meet with 
their client’s hopes, dreams, and aspirations for the future. Such events 
require time-suitable investment/insurance/real estate recommendations 
made now — to meet future anticipated needs. 

In other words, Financial Professionals rely on a truly forward-look-
ing approach.

The CPA and the Financial Professional might serve the same client, but 
from often opposite ends of the spectrum. The CPA guides a client based 
on what has transpired in the past, but the Financial Professional leads with 
proposed solutions to help the client move his financial ship forward. The 
client benefits the most from this form of service structure — and this is an 
excellent thing. 

But herein lies the problem of why the CPA and the Financial Professional 
face so many obstacles in getting together: one looks to the rear; the 
other looks forward.

Both activities are essential; both approaches create differing perspectives. 
And, yes, this can cause barrier tension in forming a referral alliance. 

So how can today’s Financial Professional embrace this? Here are…

“But herein lies the 

problem of why the CPA and 

the Financial Professional 

face so many obstacles in 

getting together: one looks 

to the rear; the other looks 

forward.”
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3 Ideas You Can Use Now 
in Your Practice

I dea #1:
Request previous findings from your clients’ CPA.

At the very least, this will require the CPA to review his client file. This may 
allow you needed insight into trends and issues affecting your own client 
(for example, recent taxation constraints or advantages). This triggers 
healthy conversation that brings issues to the forefront 
and may resonate with further value gained by the client. Here’s an exam-
ple of how you can increase the value: Ask your client to rate your services 
and find out what you can do to improve, mention how important referrals 
are to you. Then, restating that since your services were valuable to your 
client, suggest that you get together for lunch to brainstorm others who 
could benefit from your valuable services, and confirm that you will call 
back in a week to set up a date. Notice the progression from value-asked 
to value-confirmed to value-recognized to value-leveraged. Four powerful, 
sequential, logical steps every Professional needs to have in their arsenal. 
Implementing this idea will result in an excellent by-product — relationship 
building.

I dea #2: Submit your own strategies/recommendations to the 
CPA as a courtesy.

Investment or insurance recommendations, quarterly commentaries, 
changes in investment philosophy, updates on interest rates, even fore-
casted outlooks — these are all good communication methods. Get this 
information in the hands of the CPAs with whom you are networking. This 
communication will further allow the CPA to “enter” your daily world and 
also encourage conversation and forward-moving momentum for both par-
ties.

I dea #3: Display your recent work to CPAs and ask for their cri-
tique and feedback.

It takes a true Professional to ask for another Professional’s feedback and 
to willingly accept their suggestions. Here’s how you do it:

 • Profile 2 to 3 recent recommendations (financial plan, asset 
     allocation, insurance recommendation, etc.). 
 • Maintain confidentiality by cloaking names and personal information. 
 • Present the “profiles” in writing to a CPA you are networking with  
     and ask for feedback. 
 • Listen to the feedback and learn from it. 

“ Four powerful, sequential, 

logical steps every 

Professional needs to have 

in their arsenal. Implement-

ing this idea will result in an 

excellent by-product — 

 relationship building.”
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Remember: Someone has to take the first step. Let it be you. Building the bridge to referrals only hap-
pens by freely accepting others’ opinions and exchanging knowledge. Any of the above 3 ideas will help 
you break down barrier tension by allowing yourself to make the first move. 

Like most Professionals, you may have had some general conversations or meetings with CPAs 
and now are wondering why they never went anywhere. You probably even followed up with litera-
ture, which you could categorize as “sales follow-up materials” (company brochure, product pamphlet, 
mutual fund prospectus, insurance illustrations, managed account brochure, etc.). Is this a bad move? 
Absolutely! 

Why? Because it directly communicates, “Hi Mr./Ms. CPA, this is what I will try to sell your clients if you 
ever refer them to me.”

How does this information or literature even attempt to:
 (a) Build an ongoing relationship with the CPA? 
 (b) Position yourself as a qualified expert who genuinely cares about the CPA and 
       his business?

Starting to get the picture?

Without an apparent relationship built over time, it is hard for anyone to just dole out clients left and 
right. You certainly do not do that with your clients — neither will a CPA. That’s why from this point 
forward, before you ever again have another conversation with a CPA, I want you to carefully 
study the following equation. This equation is what 95 percent of Financial Professionals out there do 
not understand or embrace:
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The Equation for Building Trust with CPAs

H ere is what I call “The Trust-Building Equation,” which refers to three 
active components:

Trust-Building = C + R + F

Credibility. This means CPAs can trust you and your advice on… (insert 
your subject here) reverse mortgages, conventional commercial financing 
structures, index mutual funds, a charitable gift annuity, or an index annu-
ity. However, they can only trust you if they truly view you as an expert with 
no hidden agenda (more about this in the pages ahead).

Reliability. This means CPAs can depend on you to… (insert a service here) 
provide him with the historical cost basis on stock purchased �0 years ago, 
prepare a detailed listing of assets owned by the clients and when pur-
chased, or forward a closing statement �8 hours in advance of a real estate 
transaction. CPAs also want to know you will follow-up with professional 
courtesies and address any issues that arose from your face-to-face meeting.

Familiarity. This means CPAs are perfectly comfortable confiding in you 
and discussing… (insert an issue here), which often relate to his clientele. 
Familiarity between you and a CPA will only happen with time, and through 
confiding in one another.

So the next obvious question becomes, “In what way can I build trust with 
CPAs the fastest?” Great question. But a better question would be, “How can 
someone build trust with me pretty quickly.”

From my point of view, someone who takes a genuine interest in helping 
me succeed as quickly as possible at any task I am trying to accomplish 
earns some pretty decent favor. However, there is certainly more than be-
ing a Good Samaritan to yielding consistent business exchange. 

Here are a few ideas to help generate trust between you and the CPA:
 �. Give ideas away freely and often to the CPA.
 2. Be genuine towards the CPA, even if you must delay self-gratification.
 3. Offer solutions to the CPA with great detail and added thinking.
 �. Determine very clearly why an issue is important to the CPA, and  
     what he really values in that issue.
 5. Deliver bad news very quickly to the CPA, and with truth  and candor.

Continued Themes for CPA Referral Success:
 �. Make yourself more visible. 
 2. Maintain consistency in your stay-in-touch approach.
 3. Gain credibility by demonstrating you are a trusted, competent resource.
 �. Seek to build continual trust at every point of contact. 
 5. Become proactive. Two touch-point contacts per month.

Here’s a closer look at a phrase I coined:

“ Familiarity between you 

and a CPA will only happen 

with time, and through 

confiding in one another.”
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The CPA Referral-Building Manifesto

I t became apparent to me that many Professionals were failing at generat-
ing referrals before they ever got started. A quick diagram shows how 

many go about the entire process backwards, beginning at the top of the 
diagram, rather that at the base, or bottom.

Take a look at the diagram on the following page.

Unlike the 90 percent of Professionals trying to form referral relationships, 
I want to start at the bottom (of the diagram), and work my way to the top. 
Most people try to start at the top (of the diagram), with no foundation to 
support them! Is it any wonder they fail in their referral-building efforts 
with CPAs?! There are two underlying themes that influence progression, 
action, and results: Human Relations Skills and Professional Competency 
Skills. 

Walk with me through the diagram:

�. At the very base level of a referral relationship is You, who I will refer 
to as an Unknown Commodity to most CPA practitioners. Despite your 
previous interactions with the CPAs, your mere professional courtesies 
have relegated you to Unknown Commodity status with the CPAs you are 
attempting to network with. 

2. The next step up in the relationship will take you to the Consensus-
Building level. The steps and actions that move you from Unknown 
Commodity to Recognized & Welcome Colleague at the Consensus-
Building level, involve sharing information, holding discussions, and find-
ing mutual cooperation points. You must take all of these small steps on a 
consistent basis. 

(Remember, all of the steps involve using your Human Relations Skills to 
solicit mutual involvement and freely exchange advice and information. 
This is clearly where breakage, or failure, on behalf of the professional 
relationship can occur. Consensus building does not happen in a set time 
frame. In some instances, it may happen in the matter of a few days or 
weeks; for others, it could take several months or maybe even many years. 
The point is NOTHING can happen without involvement on your part, and 
soliciting involvement from the CPA.)

3. Once you have reached the Consensus-Building level, aim for the next 
level, Authority & Credibility. Clearly, this level requires follow-up, and 
becomes the antithesis of what most Professionals consider a necessary 
step to success. Reaching this level will require that you share your work, 
your experiences, and your other successes with the CPAs with whom you 
have networked with, are currently working, and those you hope to reach 
out to and bring into the fold. It is an active and ongoing process, one de-
signed at showcasing your professional competency skills in the wide open. 

“Most people try to start 

at the top of the diagram, 

with no foundation to support 

them! Is it any wonder they 

fail in their referral-building 

efforts with CPAs?!”
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It is often an area that most Professionals have neglected, or never considered to be essential to 
relationship building. I would argue that if Financial Professionals actively spent more time at the 
Consensus Building level, relationships and referral deals would develop more quickly. 

When you have reached the Authority & Credibility level, you have become recognized by the CPA. 

�. Now it’s time to reach for the top, the final level of Joint Opportunities. Here, you will find trust 
at its highest level, and here, the willing exchange of intimate conversations begins to take place. It is 
where business dealings reside with the least tension barrier between the Financial Professional and 
the CPA.

Study this diagram carefully. Make sure you are taking action and devoting your referral-building activi-
ties each week, always centered on elevating you to each successive level. Before the conclusion of this 
report, you will become familiar with several creative ideas that will help you reach the final level.
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Fact or Fiction: 
The Referral Truth Today

L et me be frank. Most Professionals have terrible and inconsistent 
relationship-building follow-up. The problem is not mere intentions. 

It is that the daily tasks of running a business, serving clients, and other 
work get in the way. 

Or, so the excuses go, right? You and I know this is really a cop-out. Most 
Financial Professionals who use these excuses are practicing an under-
achiever’s mindset. There is no plan. There is no simple outline. There 
is not even a regular to-do list to further active referrals. In other words, 
there is no discipline. 

You can’t disciple CPA relationships without discipline.

Therefore, you toss aside the most significant items that would develop 
revenue and create new income, in lieu of smaller, less profitable activities. 
While that busy-ness in your day may seem important to you, in the grand 
scheme of maximizing your time and creating opportunities to bring 
revenue in the door, they are a complete waste of time.

Add in the fact that little opportunity exists for scalability and leverage to 
make yourself money, and you can see why CPA relationships are often 
neglected. It seems to be the antithesis of the popular concept of working 
less and earning more. 

In many professions, there exists a great economy of scale. For example, in 
the investment advisory business, every new dollar in client assets accu-
mulated has a significant leverage effect on the firm’s profitability, as many 
firms operate with a fixed level of overhead. 

The concept of creating scale and leverage in your strategic alliance candi-
dates — CPAs included — rests with these two facts:

 • Fact #1: You must pinpoint the CPA alliance activities that can amount 
to more actual income for you than it costs to take the steps to bring that 
income into your business.
 • Fact #2: You must develop a sound marketing plan that creates lever-
age, by having a tight focus on a niche group of CPA alliances (CPAs who 
specialize only in retirement planning, for example) and the proper follow-
up strategy.

If you are not earning your true hourly rate now, you must institute lever-
age in your current day-to-day working tasks to get you focused. Nothing is 
more important. Nothing!

Here’s how this all ties in with generating CPA referral flow towards your 
office:

“While that busy-ness in 

your day may seem important 

to you, in the grand scheme 

of maximizing your time and 

creating opportunities to 

bring revenue in the door, 

they are a complete waste

of time.”
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The CPA Referral Equation 
You Have Likely Never Considered

B efore you write off this section as “common sense,” understand what I 
am about to explain is an ideal. (Any common sense for that matter is 

an ideal. Unfortunately, the people who would easily bemoan of the “com-
mon sense” of what I am about to write here are the same people that will 
not take any action to turn the excellent ideas in this report into reality. It 
is much easier to say, “that was common sense,” or “I did not receive any 
magic bullet ideas.”)

Despite the so-called common sense, living inside of your business now 
looms an equation that you may have never considered. I know this to be 
true for the more than 2,500 Professionals I have coached and consulted with 
in marketing and business development roles since �989. Let me illustrate 
it, as it relates to your world. 

First of all, study this chart:

“Despite the so-called 

common sense, living inside 

of your business now looms 

an equation that you may 

have never considered.”

�. How much would you like to add in additional income from 
  referrals in the  next �2 months?    $  _______________

2. How many hours a day do you now work?    _______________
3. How many days a week do you now work?    _______________
�. Total hours available each week to you right now:    _____________

5. How many PRODUCTIVE hours per day do you 
 now work?    _______________
6. How many PRODUCTIVE hours per week do you 
 now work?   _______________

�. How many weeks a year do you now work?    _______________
8. The total hours available to you right now 
 to work are:    _______________

9. Based on your current habits, the total PRODUCTIVE hours 
 available to you right now to focus on referrals are:    ____________

�0. What you must generate with your current referral 
   PRODUCTIVITY level, per hour, to earn your desired 
   income level:    $_______________
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Now, I will complete the chart to demonstrate a critical concept:

In other words, you have a range of $66� to $500,000 per hour you must earn, each hour, to meet your 
additional income targets using referrals. This is just based on your current productivity level!  And, we 
know that in the simplest form, regardless of profession, the following equation proves true when 
valuing our time:

Earnings = Hours Worked x Hourly Rate, or

E = H x $

Now, clearly, it is improbable that you would work for just one hour and forge a referral alliance with 
a CPA that would amount to an additional $500,000 in newfound income. I suspect it is not impossible; 
but you would agree it is unlikely. 

So it stands to reason that you will need to expend more than � hour and possibly up to �50 hours to 
earn that extra half a million in new income, based upon your current productivity level, agreed?

If each hour that you spent networking, staying in touch, following up, and furthering your relation-
ships with the CPAs on your radar screen were to provide you back at least $66� in new income at a 
future date — say, during the next �2 months — it stands to reason that at the end of the year, you and 
your family would be smiling from the $500,000 extra you reeled in.

�. How much would you like to add in additional 
     income from referrals in the next �2 months?      $500,000    

2. How many hours a day do you now work?      8 hrs.        
3. How many days a week do you now work?      5 days        
�. Total hours available each week to you right now:      40 hrs.        

5. How many PRODUCTIVE hours per day do you now work?      3 hrs.          
6. How many PRODUCTIVE hours per week do you now work?      15 hrs          

�. How many weeks a year do you now work?      50 wks    
8. The total hours available to you right now to work are:      2,000 hrs   

9. Based on your current habits, the total PRODUCTIVE 
  hours available to you right now to focus on referrals are:      750 hrs.      

�0. What you must generate with your current referral 
    PRODUCTIVITY level, per hour, to earn your desired income level:      $666.67   
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But not so fast. That’s because there’s another factor at work here that you have been ignoring. 

Let’s look at the equation again as:

E = H x $ x L

In this equation, I have added the letter “L,” which stands for leverage, or, the added leverage you can 
instantly introduce to your earnings equation by simply improving your productivity level, or your 
focused CPA-referral efforts.

For our discussion here, it means you would gradually begin increasing focused effort on referral-gen-
erating activities with CPAs, by stretching time within those productive hours (see the equation you 
completed above) by �, 5, or maybe even 6 hours. 

Seem impossible? Nonsensical? 

Well, I can assure you, it is what Professionals who are earning millions of dollars in newfound 
income from these referral alliances are doing, even as you read this. 

Here’s what they’re NOT doing: CE seminars for CPAs, daily CPA-“lunches,” mass-mailings, and 
cold-calling CPAs in the phone book.

Here’s what they ARE doing: Spending productive time building trust and confidence with CPAs, 
using personal relations and networking skills.

Why? Because unlike other non-essential distractions, they understand it takes little to no cost of sales 
associated. All it takes is some applied, focused effort. Then, every dollar that flows in via future refer-
rals, hits their bank account. 
Now for the obvious question: Why aren’t more Financial Professionals doing more of this? 

 a. Lack of Focus.
 b. Habit of Procrastination.
 c. Non-Essential (Non-Revenue Generating) Office Distractions.
 d. Lack of Confidence.
 e. Hidden Fears.

I suspect these self-sabotaging efforts are caused by previous poor to mediocre results by the Financial 
Professional’s attempts to forge alliances with CPAs. I certainly do know from study and experience 
that results were directly related to effort (an obvious statement, I admit). I do believe that no one can 
honestly say they expended complete focused effort and received little to no referral results.

Let me now reveal to you the:
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26 Specific Referral Ideas,
in Easy-to-Use, A-B-C Format

A cquiring referrals from CPAs involves having a disciplined networking 
and stay-in-touch  strategy. Referrals do not happen by chance. Refer-

rals happen only when you are reaching out, making contact, and consis-
tently staying in touch.
 Tip: Create a monthly calendar with at least one specific stay-in-touch  
 strategy every 2 weeks for those CPAs you are beginning to network.  
 Yes, that is at least 2 contacts per month. There are ideas throughout   
 this section on how to go about doing this.

B elieve in your professional skills, training, and licenses. You are a com-
petent, well-educated Professional who is admired by others, including 

CPAs. Not every CPA is out to compete with you, or to attempt to outper-
form you by trying to match their knowledge against yours. Do not believe 
this myth.
 Tip:  Spend $250 and hire a local radio station and DJ to interview   
 you and record a conversation in the studio, for about �5 minutes.   
 Create a giveaway CD of the interview that you can hand 
 out. Post the interview on your web site.

C ommunicate important industry-related news. Do so with a regular 
frequency of at least once a month by e-mail, fax, or mailing. Even a 

simple newspaper clipping is all that is necessary.
Tip: A great online resource for monitoring industry-related news: 
www.AccountingWeb.com. Get in the habit of devoting � day per week 
to searching for industry-related news, and mailing a copy of a relevant 
article to a CPA with whom you are networking.

D iscuss revenue-sharing opportunities at the appropriate times. This 
is most likely to occur after multiple meetings with a CPA, rather 

than the first or second conversation. Whenever compensation issues are 
brought forth, CPAs approach them with caution because of client disclo-
sure requirements. Fee-sharing levels will greatly differ, depending on 
services. Oftentimes, the best referral relationships do require financial 
sharing.

Tip:  Registered Investment Advisors (Series 65) have a much easier 
time-sharing revenue with CPAs than Registered Reps (Series �). As 
meetings advance with the CPA on rev-share discussions, speak to licens-
ing requirements and ask if they are currently licensed to provide finan-
cial planning, investments, insurance, etc. Get this on the table sooner 
rather than later. Realize that most CPAs will decline sharing because of 
conflicts of interest.

“ Acquiring referrals from 

CPAs involves having a disci-

plined networking and stay-

in-touch strategy. Referrals 

do not happen by chance. 

Referrals happen only when 

you are reaching out, mak-

ing contact, and consistently 

staying in touch.”
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E xpect to give often and much to form the relationship. More often than not, this may take you �2 
months or longer to develop. During the beginning months, be prepared to expend 50 percent or 

more of your effort to expand and develop the relationship. 
Tip:  Reciprocation does not always happen. You often must “give” more referrals than you get, as 
the CPA does not know you, or your work. Do not waiver nor become frustrated. Concentrate on 
bringing the CPA into your fold of daily work and activity so he has a clear picture of whom you are 
currently working for.

F lexibility and being able to adapt are key strategies to hone in on. CPAs are very adept at refraining 
from work or prospective engagements that they do not have a complete understanding about. A 

piece of business that could mean $500,000 in earnings for you means nothing to the CPA if he does not 
have a comfort level with the issues involving the engagement. Understand this way of thinking. It may 
be greatly different from yours.

Tip:   Discuss with a CPA those areas of core competencies he is most comfortable. Similarly, inquire 
about technical matters with which they do not want to become involved. This sets clear expectations 
from the beginning.

G ather names of every CPA from your current clients. Also, begin asking every prospect you meet 
with — from today forward — for their CPA’s contact information. At the very onset, establish a 

conversation and start the relationship-building process — even if the prospect has not committed to 
working with you. 

Tip: Refrain from being cautious about involving a CPA, prior to securing that client. The common 
thinking is that by contacting the CPA prior to closing a client, this could jeopardize your deal. On the 
contrary, a CPA will appreciate the courtesy; you will be required to put your best recommendations 
forth, and you will begin building incredible good will.

H ave your “Credentials Kit” prepared. This consists of your Bio, your Photo, a Fact Sheet about you 
and your firm, and a 3- to 5-page Background Story on your personal and professional history. At 

the appropriate time during your relationship, present your Credentials Kit. This most likely will occur 
after several discussions have occurred.

Tip:  Invest some money into the great care and packaging of your Credentials Kit. Have a high-qual-
ity pocket folder, or even a hardbound leather portfolio, printed with your initials embossed. Inside, 
place each of these materials. This showcases your professional skill set in a different manner than 
putting forth a typical marketing brochure.

I dentify and then disqualify the CPAs who do not have similar clients or ideal practice profiles that 
match yours. Do this relatively quickly, within the first to second discussion, so you won’t waste 

time.
Tip:  Ask, “How can I know what a good client referral looks like for you? What is the typical ideal client 
you would have interest in being introduced to?” Depending on the answers, you will begin to get a 
clear picture of whom the CPA is doing work for, and whether these clients could need your guidance 
in future months.
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J anuary, June, and July each have significance. Understand these 3 “J’s.” January is often a bad 
month to contact and network with CPAs, while June and July are better months. Plan your phone or 

in-person conversations with CPAs in consideration of these months. Be sensitive to the often-looming 
filing deadlines for CPAs.

Tip:  For your existing clients, send a written letter to a CPA in January welcoming the New Year and 
explaining you stand ready to assist him with tax preparation questions. For CPAs you do not have a 
relationship with, send a helpful article you find regarding retirement contribution limits for the cur-
rent tax preparation year.

K eep a list of key IRS filing deadlines. April �5, August �5, and October �5 are key dates to hone in 
on, as they are filing deadlines for personal and corporate returns. Plan your relationship-building 

approaches away from these dates.
Tip: Mark your calendar and send a card, note, or small token item to the CPA wishing them well 
and stating that you are thinking of them during their busy filing deadlines. A $�0 Starbucks gift card 
included in the note is a nice professional touch. Also, a service like Vista Print (www.vistaprint.
com) offers incredibly quick, high-quality note cards, very inexpensively. You can get some free ones 
on your very first order!

L isten for at least 20 to 30 minutes during your first meeting with a CPA. Talk about yourself for only 
�0 to �5 minutes. Answer any questions asked of you, but be sure to redirect those questions back 

to the CPA to allow him to do most of the speaking.
Tip: Plan your meeting with a CPA during breakfast, first thing in the morning. Lunch and dinner 
appointments can be difficult to attend for a CPA. Give yourself the first opportunity to meet, first thing 
in the morning before client calls and other pressures of the day begin. Most CPAs will never cancel a 
breakfast meeting.

M ake an effort to be consistent in your contact with CPAs, and ensure you do so with solid reasons 
of why you are contacting them. Think creatively in this regard.

Tip: Find out the month a CPA founded his practice and send him a congratulatory anniversary card 
with a note inviting them to lunch to celebrate – your treat.

N ever discuss “products” with CPAs. For example, shy away from recommending stocks, bonds, 
reversed mortgages, etc. Focus on discussing the professional process that makes you unique 

and demonstrate how that translates into value for the CPA.
Tip:  Be specific in describing your unique process. Explain how you quantify top-performing rental 
properties based on 6 cash flow criteria. Describe how you evaluate the highest- yielding income 
stocks vs. others in similar industry groups. Illustrate the 5 underwriting criteria against all major 
California carriers you evaluate before issuing a life insurance recommendation. Lesson: Specifics are 
important!

O rganize your follow-up system by classifying CPAs into three categories: A (excellent), B (fair), 
and C (below average). Set a contact system of staying in touch 2 times per month with the A’s, 2 

times per quarter with the B’s, and 2 times per year with the C’s.
Tip:  There are many systemized ways to do this, but the easiest is to simply pick up the phone and 
place a call. Try saying, “John, just following up and staying in touch. Saw something interesting this 
week about XXXX (subject in your field) and wanted to get your opinion. I think it may affect some cli-
ents, and I’m hoping you can be of some help.”
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P repare systemized (systematic!) ways to keep in touch with CPAs that can run 2�/�, even when 
you are away from your office. An e-mail newsletter or auto-responder are excellent ways to do 

this. 
Tip: Here are two excellent tools that work based on e-mail that can compliment your stay-in-touch 
strategy: www.ConstantContact.com, www.Aweber.com.

Q uery your local CPA association chapter president. Reach out to him and explain your practice, 
and that you are actively seeking relationships with CPAs who have a similar focus. Suggest ways 

you can help the association, perhaps even with marketing.
Tip: Many associations have regular meetings in your city. Oftentimes, they will allow guests to par-
ticipate, and even sponsor events. These are great networking events. Inquire about attending, and 
volunteer your time to the association. Don’t just take.

R egular conversations occur between a CPA and his clients. You just never hear about them. Rarely 
will a CPA consistently volunteer you. Grasp this knowledge and do something about it.

Tip: Ask the CPA if you can provide his office with a monthly summary report by fax on key issues, 
including the stock market, economy, interest rates, real estate prices, and more. Let them know you 
are attempting to stay in touch and reach out more to the accounting industry locally, because you 
believe there are some incredible synergies.

S uggest to a CPA you are networking with that he attend a client meeting you hold. Invite him to be 
a professional observer in the room. Tell them you would like them present with your clients to 

lend tax or business advice, as needed.
Tip:  Always notify your client of this and request permission. Refrain from detailed personal informa-
tion and discussions with the CPA present. Most every client will appreciate the value-added gesture 
and the CPA will be given a window into your competencies.

T riangle your relationships. Use a client or prospect as a means of gaining an instructive three-way 
discussion with a CPA. You are the first portion; the client, the second; the CPA, the third. Com-

plete the triangle.
Tip:  Position this as a safe, joint effort of 2 Professionals sharing commentary, insights, and ideas in 
a private intimate setting. Ask the client if they would invite their CPA to have a meeting together over 
lunch, where all 3 people can simply converse and share ideas Time this form of relationship building 
for every 6 months. 

U nfamiliarity is a referral killer. CPAs protect their clients. They don’t want anything to hurt them 
and they don’t like unfamiliarity. Embrace this mindset.

Tip: Bridge the gap by documenting 2 recent client/prospect consultations and cases, including 
the recommendations you made. Type this using MS Word, and cloak the client/prospects personal 
information. Ask the CPA to review your recommendations and provide his feedback. Keep an open 
mind and listen to their suggestions.
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V ery often, solutions you may suggest will breed silent concern by the CPA. Your ideas and solu-
tions may be beneficial, true, but because they are not the CPA’s ideas or it is foreign to them, they 

may simply ignore it. (See Tip “U,” above.)
Tip:  Intuition is not always practiced, because a CPA’s training is entirely based on prove-able, con-
clusive information (i.e., facts and figures). Therefore, financial planning is not always their strength 
because they do not see it as prove-able and conclusive, and they have not gone in-depth to see their 
clients’ true financial problems. You have to help them connect the dots. Do so by showcasing the 
work you have done for your own clients to gain their trust and confidence.

W ithout you and your profession, CPAs may find their income and clients cut in half. You are often 
their main source of referrals and income.

Tip:  Survey after survey reveals that CPAs are passive in the referral process. They believe you do 
not have to ask for referrals; that they are a natural result of providing excellent tax assistance to 
clients. Yet this is a false assumption. They also do not adequately know how to tap into a relevant re-
ferral network for opportunities to generate strategic alliances. If you are a Financial Professional, for 
example, you should work towards becoming a matchmaker for the CPA -- introduce them to other 
alliances, such as Attorneys, Realtors, and Mortgage Brokers.

X -ray vision CPAs do not have. Vision for risk they do. 
Tip:  Understand that a CPA deals mostly with backward-looking, historical information and 

derives conclusions and opinions based upon such. While they may be committed to making recom-
mendations that are indeed forward working, they are trained to look in the proverbial rear-view 
mirror. They are trained at professional skepticism. Yet they are very much interested in long-term 
relationships. Therefore, every contact point needs to acknowledge these issues.

Y ou should overcome tension barriers and resistance by applying graceful force in other ways.
Tip:  Matchmaking is one example, from above. Others include: lunch-and-learns, CPE events, 

pro-bono work, guest-speaking invitations, co-authoring papers, newsletter exposure, joint press 
releases, and other ways to keep you top-of-mind with the CPA.

Z ealous effort creates inroads with CPAs. Yet you must find a balance between being aggressive and 
having a passive, wait-for-things-to-happen approach. If you feel stuck with building your referrals 

with CPAs, you must try a new approach.
Tip: Attend a trade group meeting for CPAs, exhibit at a CPA state convention, check AllConferenc-
es.com for accounting industry events, or host a roundtable in your office for local tax- and business-
planning issues and discussions. Remember: CPAs do not like sales people, nor are they comfortable 
in that role.
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Final Words about Working 
“On” Your Business

E arlier I mentioned introducing further leverage into your business to 
allow you to create more consistent referral activity from today’s CPA. 

I’m a big proponent of adding leverage. To tie it all together, here are a few 
ideas about creating action. 

One key determinant of whether or not you will succeed or fail after read-
ing this report is how you embrace and implement the following ideal:

 • “I must move away from working ‘in’ my business to working ‘on’ my  
     business. “

As I demonstrated earlier, this is where your found leverage occurs. The 
activities you undertake each day by being in the office that you now justify 
as essential to you staying in business (speaking to clients, returning phone 
calls, completing paperwork, etc.) are often non-essential activities in terms 
of referral building and revenue generating. I would argue they prevent you 
from being out of the office in business development roles.

These activities can quickly place you in a state of mind that sucks time, 
energy, and creativity from your body, leaving you doing repetitive activi-
ties over and over again. In essence, they become daily anchors that force 
you into a repetitive rut and tie you to the ocean floor, preventing you from 
cruising to more income opportunities. 

There is no mistake that running your own practice today can cause ten-
sion between service- related functions and those activities that yield the 
greatest profit potential. Yet, as it has been said: there is no one better at 
selling your services than you. 

As such, to work on your business via focused effort on relationship build-
ing, strategic alliance discussions, and other activities that will build your 
referral network, may mean you must delegate non-essential, revenue-gen-
erating activities you now handle to another staff member. Or, add a quali-
fied full- or part-time person to help.

Desire and commitment are absolute key components to forging lasting 
referral alliances. While skill is essential, it is clearly not the deter-
mining factor in who will or will not be successful in building relationships 
with CPAs. Those with the most desire and commitment are the ones 
who will always build relationships with CPAs at the fastest rate. 
Relationship building, not cute marketing ploys, will always win out as the 
absolute key toward winning more strategic alliances with today’s Accoun-
tants. Start by reviewing this report again, and implementing each of the 
above 26 specific referral ideas.

“The activities you undertake 

each day by being in  the 

office that you now justify as 

essential to you staying in 

business (speaking to clients, 

returning phone calls, com-

pleting paperwork, etc.) are 

often non-essential activities 

in terms of referral building 

and revenue generating.”
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“After over 25 years in the financial services busi-
ness, this is the best book I’ve seen to tell you in 

plain language how to work with CPAs. 
Outstanding!!” 

--William O’Neil, CFP, CLU, ChFC Greensboro, NC

. . . . .

“One of the finest books anywhere on this 
subject.…”

 -- Scott Morrison, CFP, CSA

. . . . .

“In less than 60 days, � new referral alliances, 8 
new clients, and $825,300 in the bank. Absolutely 

incredible.…”
 -- Thomas J. Linsky, CLU, ChFC

. . . . .

“Unbelievable content, strategies, and ideas. This 
book delivers... it pours it on.…” 

-- Nicole Wiltner, UBS

. . . . .

“Daryl practices what he preaches. By going the 
extra mile for me, he provided a perfect example 
of how his strategy works in the real world. What 
a treat... getting MORE than you expect… more 

time, more useful ideas. Pay attention 
and profit.…”

  -- Don Hollinger, AXA Advisors Flint, MI

. . . . .

“Before reading this, I was reluctant to approach 
Accountants… I did not have a process for doing 
so. After reading I got the details I was looking 
for on how to prepare for and present myself to 

an Accountant for the purpose of pursuing a stra-
tegic alliance or partnership.

This gave me the steps (a proven system) and 
with that I had the confidence to work it.

After reading it (and re-reading it again) I used 
his tips, techniques, and steps to help me form a 

strategy to approach CPAs.

My first meeting with an existing CPA contact 
went incredibly well. I will develop a strong and 

prosperous relationship over the coming months. 
I am very pleased with my investment

 in the book.”
--Rob Anderson, Edmon Financial Group Canada

. . . . .

“Well done! Daryl really clarifies what steps to 
take in order to secure valuable referral net-

works. Valuable!”
--Dan Kullman, Commonwealth Asset Mgt.

Houston, TX

. . . . .

“Well presented, good advance outline, a lot of 
meat, and fine insight. I plan to put time into a 

review of my notes, and will get back to you soon 
to arrange a time for my one-on-one.” 

--Bill Shaw Destin, FL

. . . . .

“I have been in the business for 36+ years and 
your advice has been excellent. I have worked 
with the Accountants who serve my clients for 
most of my career -- but have yet to find them 
providing me additional business. But now I 

know why -- and how to do it!  
-- Thomas Clark, CLU, ChFC West Des Moines, IA

. . . . .

Colleagues Rave and 
Clients Report Amazing 
Results that Change
Their Businesses & 
Referrals Forever
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“Worthwhile for me… coming away with fresh 
ideas, and I certainly did. Thanks! 

You are worthwhile!”
-- Barry Krane, CFP Montebello, NY

. . . . .

“Extremely helpful... extremely beneficial. Daryl 
underpromises and overdelivers with the quantity 

and quality of his material.”
--Dan Jankelunas, CFP, CFS Ft. Lauderdale, FL

. . . . .

“WOW!... I tried just one of the concepts… and 
found what was missing in my approach! I’ve

been trying to make relationships with CPAs for 
over a year now. I tried several ideas that

were priced as much as 6 times higher than 
your E-book. 

When I finally took a couple of hours (it’s easy to 
read and understand) to sit down and read it,

I was astounded by some of the concepts I 
learned that I was overlooking. This book covers 

every detail necessary to do the job. 

The next day, I called a CPA/Tax Attorney I had 
been working on trying to form a relationship 
with for over a year. The results surprised me. 
His response was “Cal, can we get together for 

lunch tomorrow? There are several clients I have 
that I want to talk to you about. 

Wow! I wish I had found this book a lot sooner. 
This works! Get it.” 

-- Cal Garvin, LPL Financial Services
Fountain Valley, CA

. . . . .

“If you ever get a chance to talk with, or listen to, 
Daryl -- drop EVERYTHING. Your head will SPIN 

with concrete ideas instantly!”
 --Tommy Sutton CFP, UBS Chicago, IL

. . . . .
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